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Tracy L. Leyba* 
(AMILTON V ,ANNING 4HE %CONOMIC )MPLICATIONS
OF &ORECASTING A $EBTORS $ISPOSABLE )NCOME
In Hamilton v. Lanning,1 the Supreme Court OF THE 5NITED 3TATES CONSIDERED
WHETHER BANKRUPTCY COURTS SHOULD DETERMINE A #HAPTER  DEBTORS hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv ACCORDING TO THE MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME
UNDER  53# e B		 OR WHETHER A FUTUREORIENTED INTERPRETATION WOULD
BETTER CAPTURE A DEBTORS ABILITY TO FUND THE REPAYMENT PLAN DURING ITS APPLICABLE
COMMITMENT PERIOD 4HE #OURT ADOPTED A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH IN HOLDING
THAT THERE IS A PRESUMPTION THAT THE STATUTORY CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME IS A
DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv EXCEPT IN EXCEPTIONAL CASES WHERE
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN A DEBTORS FUTURE FINANCIAL SITUATION ARE KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY
CERTAIN AT THE TIME OF THE PLANS CONFIRMATION )N SO HOLDING THE #OURT PROPERLY
INTERPRETED hPROJECTEDv IN ACCORDANCE WITH ITS PLAIN MEANING TO REFLECT A DEBTORS
ACTUAL ABILITY TO REPAY CREDITORS DURING THE REPAYMENT PLAN ! FUTUREORIENTED
CALCULATION OF A DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME WILL ASSURE CREDITORS OF ANTICIPATED CASH
FLOW AND INSTILL CERTAINTY IN THE FINANCIAL MARKETS -OREOVER PLAN MODIFICATION
AFTER CONFIRMATION UNDER  53# e  SHOULD HAVE RESTRICTED APPLICATION TO
CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE A DEBTOR ENCOUNTERS UNFORESEEABLE SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN
INCOME THUS HINDERING HIS OR HER ABILITY TO FULFILL THE REPAYMENT SCHEDULE !BSENT
EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH MINIMIZES THE NEED FOR
CREDITORS TO APPLY FOR PLAN MODIFICATION FOR THE PURPOSES OF HARASSING DEBTORS FOR A
GREATER RETURN AND EXHAUSTING VALUABLE RESOURCES OVER NOMINAL LITIGATION
Ú  4RACY , ,EYBA

 *$ #ANDIDATE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW -AY  "3 &INANCE
5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND #OLLEGE 0ARK  !S THE %DITORIN#HIEF OF THE *OURNAL OF "USINESS  4ECHNOLOGY ,AW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 FEEDBACK
AND SUPPORT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 3PECIAL THANKS TO MY PARENTS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I. THE CASE 
/N /CTOBER   DEBTOR 3TEPHANIE ,ANNING FILED A #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY
PETITION TO ADDRESS HER  OF UNSECURED DEBT $URING THE SIX MONTHS PRIOR
TO HER FILING SHE RECEIVED A BUYOUT FROM HER EMPLOYER AT THE TIME #ONSEQUENTLY
SHE EARNED AN INCOME ABOVE THE MEDIAN IN HER HOME STATE OF +ANSAS 4HE DEBTOR
CALCULATED A MONTHLY DISPOSABLE INCOME OF  UNDER  53# e
B		
3INCE THE SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK PERIOD WHEN THE DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME
WAS CALCULATED BASED ON HER INFLATED EARNINGS PRIOR TO FILING FOR BANKRUPTCY THE
DEBTORS INCOME DROPPED BELOW THE STATE MEDIAN AND HER MONTHLY DISPOSABLE
INCOME FELL TO  3UBSEQUENTLY THE DEBTOR PROPOSED A PLAN TO PAY HER
CREDITORS  PER MONTH FOR  MONTHS (AMILTON THE #HAPTER  4RUSTEE
ACKNOWLEDGED THE DEBTORS DEPRESSED FINANCIAL SITUATION SINCE HER INITIAL DISPOSABLE
INCOME WAS CALCULATED UNDER e B		 .EVERTHELESS HE FILED AN OBJECTION TO
THE PLANS CONFIRMATION BASED ON THE DEBTORS FAILURE TO COMMIT ALL hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv TO THE PLAN BASED ON HER EARLIER DETERMINATION OF MONTHLY
DISPOSABLE INCOME OF  4HE 4RUSTEE CONTENDED THAT UNDER e
B		"	 A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv TO BE COMMITTED TO REPAY
UNSECURED CREDITORS SHOULD BE DERIVED FROM THE MECHANICAL FORMULA FOR DISPOSABLE
INCOME UNDER e B		
4HE 5NITED 3TATES "ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE $ISTRICT OF +ANSAS INTERPRETED
hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		"	 AS A FORWARDLOOKING CONCEPT
TO ENCOMPASS A DEBTORS ACTUAL INCOME AT THE PLANS CONFIRMATION BY CHARACTERIZING
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D   TH #IR 	 #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY ENABLES A DEBTOR TO
CONSTRUCT A PLAN OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS TO REPAY CREDITORS
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D AT n
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D AT  !BOVEMEDIAN DEBTORS ARE SUBJECT TO MORE RIGOROUS STANDARDS THAN
BELOWMEDIAN DEBTORS WHEN FORMULATING A #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLAN hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS CALCULATED BY
SUBTRACTING ONLY CERTAIN STANDARDIZED DEDUCTIONS FROM hCURRENT MONTHLY INCOMEv AND THE PAYMENT PLANS
APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIOD IS FIVE YEARS INSTEAD OF THREE AS COMPARED TO A DEBTOR WHOSE CURRENT MONTHLY
INCOME IS LESS THAN THE STATE MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME  53# e B		n	
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D AT  $ISPOSABLE INCOME IS CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING THE DEBTORS REASONABLY
NECESSARY MONTHLY EXPENSES FROM CURRENT MONTHLY INCOME RECEIVED BY THE DEBTOR  53# e B		
 4HE SIXMONTH PERIOD BEFORE FILING IS SIGNIFICANT BECAUSE DISPOSABLE INCOME IS BASED ON THE AVERAGE
hCURRENT MONTHLY INCOMEv RECEIVED BY THE DEBTOR  53# e B		 #URRENT MONTHLY INCOME IS DEFINED
AS THE AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME FROM ALL SOURCES THAT THE DEBTOR RECEIVES DURING THE SIXMONTH PERIOD PRIOR TO
FILING )D e !	!	
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D AT 
 )D 3EE ALSO ID AT n NOTING THAT THE DEBTORS PLAN PROPOSED TO DEVOTE MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF AN
AMOUNT LESS THAN AN AMOUNT THE 4RUSTEE CALCULATED WOULD PAY HER CREDITORS IN FULL  PER MONTH FOR SIXTY
MONTHS	
 )D AT  ! #HAPTER  TRUSTEE IS ASSIGNED TO EACH CASE AND COLLECTS PAYMENTS FROM THE DEBTOR TO
MAKE DISTRIBUTIONS TO CREDITORS ACCORDING TO THE TERMS OF THE REPAYMENT PLAN  53# e B	
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D   TH #IR 	 3EE  53# e B		"	 REQUIRING THAT ALL
OF A DEBTORS PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME BE APPLIED TO REPAY UNSECURED CREDITORS THROUGH THE #HAPTER 
PLAN	
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D AT n
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THE RIGID CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		 AS A PRESUMPTION
THAT CAN BE REBUTTED BY EVIDENCE OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN INCOME THAT WILL IMPACT
THE DEBTORS FORECASTED BUDGET DURING THE LIFE OF THE PLAN 4HE COURT REASONED THAT
A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WAS NECESSARY TO AVOID hABSURD RESULTSv WHEN A
DEBTORS FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE MATERIALLY CHANGES AFTER THE DEBTORS DISPOSABLE
INCOME IS CALCULATED BASED ON THE SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK PERIOD PRIOR TO FILING
-OREOVER THE TERM hPROJECTEDv DESCRIBES A FORWARDLOOKING ESTIMATION OF A
DEBTORS ACTUAL INCOME hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLANv TO CAPTURE THE DEBTORS
ABILITY TO REALISTICALLY SATISFY THE PROPOSED PLAN PAYMENTS
4HE "ANKRUPTCY !PPELLATE 0ANEL FOR THE 4ENTH #IRCUIT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT
OF !PPEALS AFFIRMED THE BANKRUPTCY COURTS DECISION THAT hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv MAY REQUIRE CONSIDERATION BEYOND A STRICT CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE
INCOME IN ORDER TO ACCURATELY FORECAST A DEBTORS ABILITY TO FUND THE PLAN
4HE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE 4ENTH #IRCUIT AFFIRMED THE
"ANKRUPTCY !PPELLATE 0ANELS JUDGMENT 4HE COURT HELD THAT THE MECHANICAL TEST
FOR DISPOSABLE INCOME UNDER e B		 IS A PRESUMPTION WHICH CAN BE REBUTTED
BY EVIDENCE OF AN ANTICIPATED SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN THE DEBTORS FINANCIAL SITUATION
AFTER THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN
4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES GRANTED CERTIORARI TO DETERMINE WHETHER
THE hMECHANICAL APPROACHv SHOULD BE ADOPTED TO CALCULATE A DEBTORS hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv OR WHETHER hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS A FORWARDLOOKING
CONCEPT THAT SHOULD ACCOUNT FOR FUTURE CIRCUMSTANCES AFFECTING A DEBTORS FINANCIAL
MEANS TO REPAY CREDITORS ACCORDING TO THE PLANS TERMS
II. LEGAL BACKGROUND 
"ANKRUPTCY LAWS GOVERN THE DEBTORCREDITOR PAYMENT PROCESS ONCE INDIVIDUALS OR
BUSINESSES FILE FOR BANKRUPTCY
 3EE ID AT  CONFIRMING THE DEBTORS PAYMENT PLAN SO LONG AS THE PAYMENTS CONTINUE FOR AN
ADDITIONAL SIXTY MONTHS	
4HE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE IS DIVIDED INTO #HAPTERS  
 3EE ID DESCRIBING hABSURD RESULTSv FROM THE MECHANICAL APPROACH TO BE EITHER WHEN A DEBTOR CANNOT
FINANCIALLY COMMIT TO THE PLAN BECAUSE OF A RECENT FINANCIAL HARDSHIP OR WHEN A DEBTOR HAS THE MEANS TO MAKE
GREATER PLAN PAYMENTS DUE TO AN INFLATED INCOME SINCE THE SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK PERIOD	
 )D ACCORD )N RE(ARDACRE  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	
 )N RE ,ANNING  "2  n "!0 TH #IR 	
 )N RE ,ANNING  &D   TH #IR 	
 3EE ID AT   IDENTIFYING hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		 AS A STARTING POINT THAT CAN
BE ALTERED TO REFLECT A SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE IN THE DEBTORS INCOME	
 (AMILTON V ,ANNING  3 #T   	 4HE hMECHANICAL APPROACHv USED TO DETERMINE A
DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS DERIVED FROM THE CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e
B		 )D
 3EE *!-%3 # $5&& "!.+2504#9 "!3)#3 !$-). /&&)#% /& 4(% 53 #/5243 AT n D ED 	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWUSCOURTSGOV6IEWERASPXDOCUSCOURTS&EDERAL#OURTS"ANKRUPTCY2ESOURCES
BANKBASICSPDF DESCRIBING HOW THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE CODIFIED AT 4ITLE  OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #ODE GOVERNS
BANKRUPTCY CASES	
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  AND  TO ADDRESS DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENTITIES WITH VARYING DEGREES OF
INSOLVENCY
0RIOR TO  CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSES CONFRONTED WITH AN INABILITY TO FULFILL
THEIR DEBT OBLIGATIONS TRADITIONALLY FILED FOR #HAPTER  LIQUIDATIONS ! #HAPTER 
TRUSTEE SELLS A DEBTORS ASSETS AND DISTRIBUTES THE PROCEEDS AMONG THE CREDITORS !
DEBTOR IS RELIEVED OF ANY REMAINING DEBT OBLIGATIONS THROUGH BANKRUPTCY
DISCHARGE #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY ENABLES A DEBTOR TO EXPERIENCE A hFRESH STARTv FREE
OF PREEXISTING DEBT WHILE ENABLING CREDITORS TO MOVE FORWARD AND WRITE OFF THEIR
LOSSES
)N  #ONGRESS CREATED #HAPTER  TO GIVE DEBTORS AN APPEALING REPAYMENT
ALTERNATIVE TO #HAPTER  LIQUIDATIONS #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY OFTEN REFERRED TO AS A
h7AGE %ARNERS 0LANv ENABLES INCOMEEARNING DEBTORS TO KEEP THEIR ASSETS PROVIDED
THAT THE DEBTOR IMPLEMENTS A REPAYMENT PLAN FOR CREDITORS /NCE AN INDIVIDUAL
FILES FOR #HAPTER  THE AUTOMATIC STAY PROVISION UNDER e  PROHIBITS CREDITORS
FROM SEEKING FURTHER COLLECTION OF THE DEBTORS PROPERTY AND FORECLOSURE
PROCEEDINGS ARE HALTED )DEALLY #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCIES PROMISE HIGHER RETURNS
FOR CREDITORS WHILE ENCOURAGING DEBTORS TO MAKE HONEST REPAYMENT EFFORTS
! #HAPTER  "ANKRUPTCY IS A 7IN7IN FOR $EBTORS AND #REDITORS $EBTORS -AKE
(ONEST %FFORTS TO 2EPAY #REDITORS THE -AXIMUM !MOUNT WITHIN THEIR -EANS
"Y THE EARLY S  OF THE BANKRUPTCY FILERS WERE LIQUIDATING UNDER #HAPTER  TO
CURB REPAYMENT TO CREDITORS UNDER #HAPTER  4HE CREDIT INDUSTRY LOBBIED FOR
MORE STRINGENT BANKRUPTCY REGULATIONS TO PREVENT SUCH ABUSES IN THE SYSTEM
 #OMPARE  53# e E	 LIMITING #HAPTER  ELIGIBILITY TO INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES EARNING
A REGULAR INCOME AND OWING NONCONTINGENT LIQUIDATED UNSECURED DEBTS OF LESS THAN  AND
NONCONTINGENT LIQUIDATED SECURED DEBTS OF LESS THAN  ON THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE PETITION	 AND e
F	 CONFINING #HAPTER  RELIEF TO FAMILY FARMERS AND FAMILY FISHERMEN EARNING A REGULAR ANNUAL INCOME	
WITH e C	 LIMITING #HAPTER  RELIEF TO INSOLVENT MUNICIPALITIES	 AND ee n LIQUIDATING NONEXEMPT
ASSETS AND DISCHARGING DEBTS FOR EXEMPT ASSETS UNDER #HAPTER 	 AND ee n ENABLING CORPORATIONS TO
FORMULATE REORGANIZATION PLANS IN #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY	
)N
 #ONGRESS RESPONDED BY ENACTING THE "ANKRUPTCY !BUSE 0REVENTION AND
 %,):!"%4(7!22%.  *!9 ,!72%.#%7%34"2//+ 4(% ,!7 /& $%"4/23 !.$ #2%$)4/23 4%84 #!3%3
!.$ 02/",%-3  6ICKI "EEN  %RWIN #HEMERINSKY EDS !SPEN 0UBLISHERS TH ED 	
 3EE ID AT   DISCUSSING HOW LIQUIDATION CONSISTS OF STRIPPING A DEBTOR OF HIS OR HER NONEXEMPT
ASSETS WHICH TYPICALLY RESULTS IN LOW RECOVERY FOR THE CREDITOR IN hNO ASSETv CASES	
 "ANKRUPTCY DISCHARGE RELEASES THE DEBTOR FROM PERSONAL LIABILITY OF CERTAIN DEBTS THAT THEY ARE NO
LONGER LEGALLY BOUND TO PAY )D AT  n
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D AT  
 3EE  53# e  PROHIBITING CREDITORS FROM ANY ACT TO COLLECT OR RECOVER A CLAIM AGAINST THE DEBTOR
THAT AROSE BEFORE THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE CASE	
 3EE7!22%. 7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE ID AT  NOTING THE HIGH FAILURE RATE OF DEBTORS FULFILLING #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLANS	
 3EE ID AT  NOTING THAT MAKING A MORE STRINGENT SCREENING PROCESS FOR INDIVIDUALS ATTEMPTING TO FILE
FOR #HAPTER  LIQUIDATION WOULD STEER THEM INTO #HAPTER S REPAYMENT ALTERNATIVE IF DEBTORS WANTED ANY
BANKRUPTCY RELIEF UNDER THE #ODE	
4RACY , ,EYBA
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#ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT h"!0#0!v	 4O RESTORE FAIRNESS TO THE BANKRUPTCY
PROCESS THE  !MENDMENTS PUT FORTH MECHANISMS TO SCREEN ELIGIBILITY FOR
#HAPTER  AND TO PUSH CONSUMERS TOWARD #HAPTER  FOR BANKRUPTCY RELIEF
0RIOR TO THE "!0#0! COURTS DETERMINED DEBTORS PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMES
TO BE DEVOTED TO #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLANS BASED ON A LOOSE CALCULATION OF THE
DEBTORS NET INCOME LESS ACTUAL EXPENSES 3OME JUDGES HOWEVER PERMITTED LOWER
PLAN REPAYMENT AMOUNTS FOR hDOWNANDOUTv DEBTORS 4HE  !CT MODIFIED e
S PLAN CONFIRMATION PROCESS TO LIMIT JUDICIAL DISCRETION AND ADDED AN OBJECTIVE
hMEANS TESTv FOR ABOVEMEDIAN INCOME EARNING DEBTORS 5NDER e B		
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv WAS THEREAFTER CALCULATED BY SUBTRACTING hREASONABLY NECESSARY
EXPENSESv IN ACCORDANCE WITH e B		S MEANS TEST FROM A DEBTORS hCURRENT
MONTHLY INCOMEv
4HE "!0#0! REFORMS LEFT hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WHICH IS TO BE DEVOTED
TO REPAYING CREDITORS UNDEFINED UNDER e B		"	 "ANKRUPTCY COURTS HAVE
SINCE ADOPTED CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS OF THE PROPER AMOUNT TO BE RESERVED FOR
PLAN PAYMENTS IN LIGHT OF THE NEW DEFINITION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv /NE
INTERPRETATION SUGGESTED THAT hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv SHOULD BE DETERMINED
USING A hMECHANICAL APPROACHv BASED STRICTLY ON THE CALCULATION FOR hDISPOSABLE
INCOMEv UNDER e B		
 "ANKRUPTCY !BUSE 0REVENTION AND #ONSUMER 0ROTECTION !CT OF  3  TH #ONG 	 3EE
ALSO (2 2%0 ./  AT  	 IDENTIFYING AN OBJECTIVE OF THE "!0#0! IN AN ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE
PERCEIVED ABUSE OF DEBTORS FILING UNDER #HAPTER  WHEN A DEBTOR WAS ELIGIBLE FOR #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY	
!NOTHER INTERPRETATION SUGGESTED THAT A hFORWARD
LOOKING APPROACHv BETTER ENCOMPASSES THE MEANING OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
 3EE 7!22%.  7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT n 4HE "!0#0! WAS DESIGNED TO ENSURE THAT
DEBTORS REPAY THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT WITHIN THEIR MEANS TO CREDITORS UNDER #HAPTER  #HAPTER  HOWEVER IS
STILL AVAILABLE FOR THOSE DEBTORS THAT QUALIFY FOR LIQUIDATION  #/.' 2%# 3 AT 3 -AR  	
STATEMENT OF -R 'RASSLEY	
 #ANDICE , -ARPLE h0ROJECTED $ISPOSABLE )NCOMEv UNDER "!0#0! -ANIPULATION OF 3TATUTORY 4EXT AND
#ONGRESSIONAL )NTENT TO !CHIEVE THE $ESIRED 2ESULT OF )GNORING "!0#0!  4%-0 , 2%6  n 	
3EE ALSO .ED 7 7AXMAN h0ROJECTED $ISPOSABLE )NCOMEv ,EGISLATIVE ,UNACY AND *UDICIAL 'YRATIONS  (/53 ,
2%6  n 	 DESCRIBING #HAPTER  PLAN CONFIRMATION REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO THE 
!MENDMENTS WHICH RESTED ON A hBEST EFFORTS TESTv OF THE DEBTORS ABILITY TO PAY HIS OR HER PROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOME TO UNSECURED CREDITORS PURSUANT TO e B			
 3EE 7!22%.  7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT  INTRODUCING THE NEED FOR THE "!0#0! BECAUSE
JUDGES WERE TOO LENIENT ON DEBTORS BY PERMITTING LOWER REPAYMENT AMOUNTS UNDER #HAPTER  PLANS THAN SOME
DEBTORS COULD ENDURE	
 3EE7AXMAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  UNDERSCORING THE "!0#0!S NEW DEFINITION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME
TO INCORPORATE hREASONABLY NECESSARY EXPENSESv WHICH ARE TO BE DETERMINED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MEANS TEST
FOR ABOVEMEDIAN DEBTORS	 SEE ALSO #HELSEY 7 4ULIS 'ET 2EAL 2EFRAMING THE $EBATE /VER (OW TO #ALCULATE
0ROJECTED $ISPOSABLE )NCOME IN e "	  !- "!.+2 ,*   	 LISTING #ONGRESSS THREE PURPOSES
FOR ENACTING THE MEANS TEST h	 INCREASE REPAYMENT TO UNSECURED CREDITORS 	 REPLACE JUDICIAL DISCRETION WITH
CLEAR STANDARDS AND 	 PROMOTE THE FAIR TREATMENT OF CREDITORS AND DEBTORSv	
 3EE 4ULIS SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING HOW THE MEANS TEST UNDER e B		 IS ONLY APPLICABLE TO
ABOVEMEDIAN DEBTORS WHO ARE REQUIRED TO SUBTRACT ADDITIONAL e B		 EXPENSES FROM hCURRENT MONTHLY
INCOMEv TO CALCULATE hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv	
 )N RE .OWLIN  &D  n TH #IR 	 3EVERAL COURTS HAVE SIMILARLY STRUGGLED OVER THE
PROPER INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv 3EE EG )N RE +IBBE  "2   "!0 ST #IR
	 )N RE (ARDACRE  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	 )N RE !LEXANDER  "2   "ANKR
%$.# 	
 )N RE.OWLIN  &D AT 
(6B>AIDC K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INCOMEv BY CONSIDERING EVIDENCE OF ANTICIPATED SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN THE DEBTORS
FINANCES THAT WILL AFFECT THE DEBTORS ABILITY TO FUND THE #HAPTER  PLAN
 4HE -ECHANICAL !PPROACH #OMMITMENT TO $EFINED 4ERMS
(ISTORICALLY COURTS DETERMINED hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e
B		"	 BASED ON THE CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e
B		 ! MINORITY OF COURTS HAVE ADOPTED THE MECHANICAL APPROACH AND HAVE
HELD THAT hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AND hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv MUST BE LINKED TO
REMAIN CONSISTENT WITH THE PLAIN READING OF THE STATUTE 4O SEPARATE THOSE PHRASES
WOULD RENDER THE #ONGRESSIONAL DEFINITION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv SUPERFLUOUS
7HEN CHALLENGED WITH INTERPRETING AN UNDEFINED STATUTORY TERM THE SOLE
FUNCTION OF THE COURTS IS TO ENFORCE STATUTORY LANGUAGE ACCORDING TO ITS PLAIN
MEANING )T IS BEYOND THE COURTS AUTHORITY TO CHANGE #ONGRESSS INTENTIONAL
POLICY CHOICES ! MINORITY OF COURTS GIVE CREDENCE TO THE "!0#0! AND ARGUE THAT
SINCE IT DOES NOT INDICATE A NEW INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv
DISTINCT FROM ITS HISTORICAL DETERMINATION FROM e B		S CALCULATION OF
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv THE MECHANICAL APPROACH SHOULD PREVAIL
4HE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE .INTH #IRCUIT UTILIZED e  TO
RESOLVE CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE A DEBTORS INCOME CHANGED AFTER THE PLANS
CONFIRMATION 5NDER e  A #HAPTER  TRUSTEE DEBTOR OR CREDITOR MAY SEEK
PLAN MODIFICATION TO ALTER PLAN PAYMENTS OR THE PLANS PERIOD TO ACCOUNT FOR ANY
DISCREPANCIES IN THE DEBTORS INCOME AT ANY POINT AFTER PLAN CONFIRMATION
!CCORDINGLY THE .INTH #IRCUIT ARGUED THAT INTERPRETING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv TO ECHO THAT PROVISIONS PURPOSE IS FUTILE
 )D
 3EE )N RE !LEXANDER  "2 AT  TAKING NOTE OF A &OURTH #IRCUIT DECISION THAT HELD THAT hDISPOSABLE
INCOMEv IS TO BE DETERMINED ACCORDING TO ITS hSTATUTORY DEFINITIONv CITING )N RE 3OLOMON  &D  
TH #IR 			
 3EE )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D   TH #IR 	 CONFIRMING THAT DERIVING hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv FROM hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS THE MOST NATURAL READING OF THE STATUTE	 ACCORD )N RE .ANCE
 "2   "ANKR 3$ )LL 	
 )N RE !LEXANDER  "2 AT 
 )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D AT  CITING ,AMIE V 53 4RUSTEE  53   		
 )N RE(ANKS  "2   "ANKR $ 5TAH 	
 3EE EG )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D AT  HOLDING THAT THE COURT IS hBOUNDv BY THE DEFINITION OF
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		 SINCE IT HAS HISTORICALLY BEEN HELD THAT hPROJECTEDv ONLY MODIFIES
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv IN e B		"		 )N RE !LEXANDER  "2 AT 
 )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D AT  4HE .INTH #IRCUIT #OURT OF !PPEALS IS THE HIGHEST FEDERAL APPELLATE
COURT THAT HAS RULED THUS FAR ON THIS ISSUE IN FAVOR OF THE MECHANICAL APPROACH
 0LAN MODIFICATION AFTER CONFIRMATION MAY OCCUR hUPON REQUEST OF THE DEBTOR THE TRUSTEE OR THE HOLDER
OF AN ALLOWED UNSECURED CLAIM TO INCREASE OR REDUCE THE AMOUNTS OF PAYMENTS; OR TO= EXTEND OR REDUCE THE
TIME FOR SUCH PAYMENTS;=v  53# e  A		n	 	
 3EE )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D AT  NOTING HOW A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH OF hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv MIMICS PLAN MODIFICATION UNDER e  SINCE THE PROVISION hSPECIFICALLY ALLOWS FOR PERIODIC
ADJUSTMENTSv TO A DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME TO BE DEVOTED TO THE #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLAN	
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 4HE %VOLUTION OF THE &ORWARD,OOKING !PPROACH #ONSIDERING A $EBTORS 2EALISTIC
!BILITY TO &UND THE #HAPTER  0LAN
)N  A BANKRUPTCY COURT ABANDONED THE MECHANICAL APPROACH AND WAS THE FIRST
TO INTERPRET hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv AS A FORWARDLOOKING CONCEPT BASED ON A
DEBTORS ANTICIPATED INCOME EARNED DURING THE #HAPTER  PLAN ! MAJORITY OF THE
COURTS HAVE SINCE FOLLOWED THIS REALISTIC ANALYSIS OF A DEBTORS ACTUAL ABILITY TO FUND
THE PLAN BY ADOPTING THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH TO DETERMINE A DEBTORS
hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		"	
#OURTS ARE PERMITTED TO ANALYZE STATUTORY LANGUAGE BEYOND ITS PLAIN MEANING
WHERE THE TEXT IS AMBIGUOUS ! MAJORITY OF COURTS DISTINGUISH hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv FROM THE HISTORICAL CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE INCOME BY GIVING
WEIGHT TO THE TERM hPROJECTEDv WHICH MEANS hTO CALCULATE ESTIMATE OR PREDICT
SOMETHING IN THE FUTURE	 BASED ON PRESENT DATA OR TRENDSv "Y PURPOSELY
INCLUDING THE TERM hPROJECTEDv BEFORE hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv COURTS ARGUE THAT
#ONGRESS MUST HAVE INTENDED FOR IT TO HAVE A FUTUREORIENTED MEANING DISTINCT FROM
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv
! FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH IS ALSO SUPPORTED BY AN ANALYSIS OF hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WITHIN THE BROADER CONTEXT OF THE STATUTE AS A WHOLE 3ECTION
B		 REFERS TO A DEBTORS PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME hTO BE RECEIVED IN THE
APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIODv AND hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLANv
 3EE )N RE (ARDACRE  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	 CONCLUDING THAT A FUTUREORIENTED
DETERMINATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WAS NECESSARY TO AVOID POTENTIAL hANOMALOUS RESULTSv THAT
COULD OCCUR IN SOME CASES WHERE A DEBTORS FINANCIAL SITUATION CHANGES DURING THE LIFE OF THE REPAYMENT PLAN	
4HESE
PHRASES SUGGEST THAT A FEASIBLE #HAPTER  PLAN WILL REFLECT A DEBTORS ACTUAL INCOME
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF PLANv	 AND THE DEBTOR
 3EE EG )N RE .OWLIN  &D   TH #IR 	 )N RE 4URNER  &D   TH #IR
	 )N RE 0AK  "2   "!0 TH #IR 	 )N RE +IBBE  "2   "!0 ST #IR 	
)N RE *ASS  "2   "ANKR $ 5TAH 	
 3EE )N RE 0AK  "2 AT  WRITING FOR A UNANIMOUS 3UPREME #OURT *USTICE 4HOMAS STATED THAT
h;T=HE PLAINNESS OR AMBIGUITY OF STATUTORY LANGUAGE IS DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO THE LANGUAGE ITSELF THE SPECIFIC
CONTEXT IN WHICH THE LANGUAGE IS USED AND THE BROADER CONTEXT OF THE STATUTE AS A WHOLEv QUOTING 2OBINSON V
3HELL /IL #O  53   			
 )N RE.OWLIN  &D AT  QUOTING )N RE *ASS  "2 AT 	
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2   "ANKR $.( 	 AGREEING WITH (ARDACRES DECISION THAT RELIED
ON THE STATUTORY INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTEDv AS A DESCRIPTIVE TERM	 SEE ALSO )N RE (ARDACRE  "2  
"ANKR .$ 4EX 	 NOTING THAT COURTS ARE TO PRESUME THAT #ONGRESS ACTS INTENTIONALLY AND PURPOSELY
WHEN IT INCLUDES PARTICULAR LANGUAGE IN A STATUTE BUT OMITS THAT LANGUAGE IN ANOTHER SECTION OF THE STATUTE CITING
"&0 V 2ESOLUTION 4RUST #ORP  53   			
 3EE )N RE (ARDACRE  "2 AT  ANALYZING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE
LANGUAGE SURROUNDING e B		"		
 ! REPAYMENT PLAN MAY NOT BE CONFIRMED UNLESS hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLAN ;IT= PROVIDES THAT
ALL OF THE DEBTORS PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME TO BE RECEIVED IN THE APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIOD BEGINNING
ON THE DATE THAT THE FIRST PAYMENT IS DUE UNDER THE PLAN WILL BE APPLIED TO MAKE PAYMENTS TO UNSECURED
CREDITORS UNDER THE PLANv  53# e B		"	
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WILL BE ABLE TO FULFILL THE PLAN PAYMENTS OVER THE DURATION OF THE PLANS PERIOD
hDISPOSABLE INCOME TO BE RECEIVED IN THE APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIODv	
! MAJORITY OF COURTS CONSTRUE hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AS A STARTING POINT IN
DETERMINING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv 4HE BACKWARDLOOKING CALCULATION OF
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS A PRESUMPTION OF A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv
THAT CAN BE REBUTTED BY EVIDENCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES AFFECTING THE DEBTORS FUTURE
EARNINGS 3ECTION B		S DEFINITION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv MODIFIED
ACCORDING TO EVIDENCE OF CIRCUMSTANCES THAT DISTORT THIS INITIAL CALCULATION WILL MORE
ACCURATELY DEPICT A DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLAN
! MAJORITY OF COURTS CONCEDE THAT A MECHANICAL APPROACH IS SUFFICIENT WHEN A
DEBTORS hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv REMAINS RELATIVELY CONSISTENT FROM THE SIXMONTH
PERIOD PRIOR TO FILING BANKRUPTCY FROM WHICH THE DEBTORS CURRENT MONTHLY INCOME
IS CALCULATED UNTIL THE DEBTOR SATISFIES THE FINAL #HAPTER  PLAN PAYMENT !
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH HOWEVER IS NECESSARY TO ACCOUNT FOR SITUATIONS WHERE
THE DEBTORS INCOME MATERIALLY CHANGES AT ANY POINT DURING THAT TIME PERIOD 4HIS
INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv REACHES A REALISTIC DETERMINATION OF
A DEBTORS FINANCIAL CAPABILITY TO REPAY HIS OR HER CREDITORS 4HEREFORE A FORWARD
LOOKING APPROACH BEST PRESERVES #HAPTER  PROTECTION FOR A DEBTOR WHOSE FINANCIAL
SITUATION DETERIORATES DURING THE PLAN PERIOD AND ASSURES EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION TO
CREDITORS WHEN A DEBTORS EARNINGS INCREASE AFTER THE SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK PERIOD
PRIOR TO FILING
 ! MAJORITY OF COURTS HAVE HELD THAT hTO BE RECEIVED IN THE APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIODv DESCRIBES THE
INCOME A DEBTOR EARNS IN THE FUTURE 3EE )N RE #LEMONS  "2   "ANKR .$ 'A 	 CONCLUDING
THAT THE PHRASE hTO BE RECEIVEDv IS SUPERFLUOUS IF THE DISPOSABLE INCOME APPLIED TO THE PLAN IS BASED ON A
HISTORICAL CALCULATION	 SEE ALSO )N RE (ARDACRE  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	 )N RE +IBBE  "2
  "ANKR $.( 	 APPLYING (ARDACRES INTERPRETATION OF hTO BE RECEIVEDv AS A FUTUREORIENTED
PHRASE	 4HE PHRASE hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF PLANv ALSO SIGNIFIES A DEBTORS FUTURE INCOME AT THE
COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN )N RE 5PTON  "2   "ANKR 3$ /HIO 	 3EE )N RE 0AK  "2 
 "!0 TH #IR 	 NOTING THAT THE hEFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLANv IS THE DATE OF PLAN CONFIRMATION WHICH
OFTEN OCCURS MONTHS AFTER THE PETITION DATE THEREFORE hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS A DETERMINATION OF
FUTURE INCOME EARNED AS OF PLAN CONFIRMATION WHEN THE PLAN BECOMES EFFECTIVE AND BINDING	
 3EE )N RE 0AK  "2 AT  DESCRIBING THE HISTORICAL CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AS AN
hANCHORv FOR DETERMINING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WHICH MAY BE MODIFIED ACCORDING TO A PRESENTATION
OF CONTRARY EVIDENCE BEFORE CONFIRMATION OF A DEBTORS PLAN	
 )N RE .OWLIN  &D   TH #IR 	
 3EE )N RE 0AK  "2 AT  NOTING THAT IT MAKES hNO SENSEv TO VIEW hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AS A RIGID
DETERMINATION OF A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WHEN EVIDENCE OF THE DEBTORS TRUE FINANCIAL
SITUATION IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE HISTORICAL CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv	
 3EE EG )N RE .OWLIN  &D AT  ACKNOWLEDGING THAT A MECHANICAL CALCULATION WILL h@USUALLY
SUFFICEv	 )N RE +ILLOUGH  &D   TH #IR 	
 )N RE +ILLOUGH  &D AT  3EE )N RE .OWLIN  &D AT  CONSIDERING POTENTIAL OCCURRENCES THAT
WOULD IMPACT A DEBTORS FUTURE FINANCES SUCH AS hA PROMOTION AT WORK THE LOSS OF A JOB THE ACQUIRING OF A
SECOND JOB OR INCREASED MEDICAL EXPENSESv QUOTING #OOP V &REDERICKSON  &D   TH #IR 			
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2  n "!0 ST #IR 	 TAKING THE ANALYSIS A STEP FURTHER BY
CONSIDERING THE IMPACT ON THE EXECUTION OF THE REPAYMENT PLAN WHEN A DEBTORS INCOME DECREASES OR INCREASES
DURING THE PLANS PERIOD	
 )D AT 
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" 3ECTION  0LAN -ODIFICATION ! 3AFETY .ET TO !MEND #ONFIRMED 2EPAYMENT
0LANS
"ANKRUPTCY COURTS HAVE ACKNOWLEDGED THE UNWORKABLE APPLICATION OF THE
MECHANICAL APPROACH WHEN A DEBTORS hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv FAILS TO MIRROR THE
DEBTORS ACTUAL FINANCIAL SITUATION DURING THE PLANS APPLICABLE COMMITMENT
PERIOD 3ECTION  OFFERS A REMEDY OF POSTCONFIRMATION PLAN MODIFICATION TO
RESOLVE SUCH DISCREPANCIES
0LAN MODIFICATION UNDER e  AUTHORIZES BANKRUPTCY COURTS TO MODIFY
REPAYMENT PLANS AFTER CONFIRMATION INCLUDING INCREASING OR REDUCING THE AMOUNT
OF PLAN PAYMENTS CHANGING THE LENGTH OF THE PLAN AND ALTERING THE AMOUNT OF
DISTRIBUTION TO CREDITORS 4HIS PROVISION AUTHORIZES BANKRUPTCY COURTS TO ADJUST A
DEBTORS PLAN PAYMENTS UPWARD AT THE REQUEST OF THE CREDITOR OR THE TRUSTEE OR
DOWNWARD AT THE DEBTORS REQUEST AT ANY TIME AFTER THE PLANS CONFIRMATION
(OWEVER ONE MAY ONLY SEEK PLAN MODIFICATION DURING THE TIME PERIOD AFTER THE
#HAPTER  PLAN IS CONFIRMED AND BEFORE THE LAST PLAN PAYMENT IS COMPLETED )F
NEITHER THE DEBTOR THE TRUSTEE NOR ANY CREDITOR REQUESTS PLAN MODIFICATION THE
DEBTOR SUBSEQUENTLY MAY KEEP ANY SURPLUS OF INCOME THAT CREDITORS NEGLECTED TO
ATTEMPT TO SEIZE
3ECTION  WAS PRIMARILY ENACTED AS A VEHICLE TO INCREASE OR DECREASE PLAN
PAYMENT AMOUNTS TO ACCURATELY REFLECT A CHANGE IN THE DEBTORS INCOME AFTER PLAN
CONFIRMATION 4HIS PROVISION SERVED AS AN ADEQUATE TOOL TO AMELIORATE SKEWED
REPAYMENT PLANS ! MINORITY OF COURTS ARGUE THAT e  IS A SUFFICIENT RESOLUTION
WHEN A DEBTORS INCOME CHANGES AFTER THE PLANS CONFIRMATION .ONETHELESS COURTS
HAVE ENCOUNTERED CHALLENGES IN APPLYING e  IN THE ABSENCE OF EXPLICIT LEGISLATIVE
GUIDANCE AS TO THE STANDARD FOR GRANTING A MOTION TO MODIFY A PLAN
 3EE $AVID 'RAY #ARLSON -ODIFIED 0LANS OF 2EORGANIZATION AND THE "ASIC #HAPTER  "ARGAIN  !-
"!.+2 ,*   	 ! DEBTORS HISTORIC CALCULATION OF hCURRENT MONTHLY INCOMEv IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
AFTER PLAN CONFIRMATION DUE TO A DEBTORS UNIQUE FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES )D 3EE ALSO )N RE 0AK  "2 AT 
CAUTIONING THAT DERIVING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv FROM THE STATUTORY CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv
MAY BE AFFECTED BY CONTRARY EVIDENCE PROVING THAT THE MECHANICAL FIGURE IS SKEWED	 )N RE +IBBE  "2 AT 
NOTING THAT A RIGID APPROACH TO A DETERMINATION OF PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME CAN LATER PRODUCE RESULTS AT
ODDS WITH COMMON SENSE WHEN A DEBTORS INCOME CHANGES AFTER THE PLANS CONFIRMATION	
 3EE -ARPLE SUPRA NOTE  AT n INTRODUCING e  AS A PROVISION TO MODIFY REPAYMENT PLANS
POST CONFIRMATION	
  53# e A	 	
 )D
 3EE #ARLSON SUPRA NOTE  AT  IDENTIFYING THE hINHERENTv TIME LIMIT FOR A MOTION TO MODIFY PLAN
PAYMENTS UNDER e 	
 )D
 3EE ID AT  DESCRIBING HOW PLAN MODIFICATION WAS EXERCISED BY DEBTORS AND TRUSTEES TO COMPENSATE
FOR DISCREPANCIES IN THE DEBTORS PLAN PAYMENTS AND THE DEBTORS ACTUAL INCOME EARNED DURING THE PLAN SINCE THE
#HAPTER  PLAN WAS TRADITIONALLY BASED ON A HISTORICAL CALCULATION OF THE DEBTORS CURRENT MONTHLY INCOME	
 3EE-ARPLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT e A		n	 LISTS THE PURPOSE FOR THE ENACTMENT OF
e  PLAN MODIFICATION	
 3EE EG )N RE +AGENVEAMA  &D   TH #IR 	
 3EE EG )N RE "ROWN  "2   "!0 TH #IR 	 NEGLECTING TO ESTABLISH SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS THAT MUST BE SHOWN IN ORDER FOR COURTS TO APPROVE A PLAN MODIFICATION AND ACKNOWLEDGING THAT
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# #ONSUMER "ANKRUPTCY IN THE &INANCIAL #RISIS
4HE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN THE 5NITED 3TATES ACCELERATED CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY FILINGS
DUE TO A DECREASE IN JOB SECURITY AND EARNINGS STABILITY )LLINFORMED CONSUMERS
BECAME BURIED IN DEBT AS A RESULT OF LOOSE LENDING STANDARDS AND NATIONWIDE
PRESSURE ON INDIVIDUALS TO BECOME HOMEOWNERS BY BORROWING BEYOND THEIR
MEANS )N *ANUARY  AN OFFICIAL 53 GOVERNMENT REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
BLAMED THE 5NITED 3TATES &EDERAL 2ESERVE FOR FAILING TO STOP DANGEROUS LENDING
PRACTICES AT THE CONSUMER AND CORPORATE LEVEL
4HE IMPERSONAL DEREGULATED CONSUMER CREDIT RELATIONS SURROUNDING PREDATORY
LENDING PRACTICES IS ONE POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR THE INCREASED CONSUMER
BANKRUPTCY FILINGS SINCE THE FINANCIAL CRISIS #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLANS ARE A STEP
TO REHABILITATE OPEN COMMUNICATION IN LENDING RELATIONSHIPS AND TO RECOMPENSE
CREDITORS LOANS 4HERE IS CONTENTION OVER HOW BEST TO DETERMINE hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv WHEN FORMULATING A PLAN TO REPAY CREDITORS
3INCE THE MAJORITY OF COURTS HAVE RECENTLY ADOPTED THE FORWARDLOOKING
APPROACH THERE HAS BEEN TENSION AMONG THE COURTS REGARDING THE DICHOTOMY
BETWEEN THE CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS OF A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv 4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES GRANTED CERTIORARI IN (AMILTON
V ,ANNING TO RESOLVE THIS DEBATE AMONG THE COURTS
THE #ODE DOES NOT ESTABLISH SUCH STANDARDS	 )N RE 7ITKOWSKI  &D   TH #IR 	 QUESTIONING
WHEN MODIFICATION IS APPROPRIATE UNDER e 	
 3EE +AI 2YSSDAL "ANKRUPT -AXED /UT IN !MERICA !-%2)#!. 2!$)/7/2+3 !PR 	
HTTPAMERICANRADIOWORKSPUBLICRADIOORGFEATURESBANKRUPTCYTRANSCRIPTHTML NOTING THAT THE MOST COMMON
REASONS FOR BANKRUPTCY HAVE EXTENDED BEYOND THE FAMILIAR EVENTS OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS JOB LOSS AND DOMESTIC
RELATIONS OR DIVORCES DUE TO UNSTABLE TIMES IN THE FINANCIAL CRISIS	
 3EE7ILLIAM 0OOLE #AUSES AND #ONSEQUENCES OF THE &INANCIAL #RISIS OF   (!26 *,  05"
0/,9  n 	 EXPLAINING THAT A SUBSTANTIAL FACTOR CONTRIBUTING TO THE ECONOMIC BUBBLE LEADING TO
THE FINANCIAL CRISIS WAS THE FEDERAL POLICIES THAT ENCOURAGED HOME OWNERSHIP AND FACILITATED GROWTH OF THE
MORTGAGE MARKET	
 :ACHARY ! 'OLDFARB  "RADY $ENNIS 'OVERNMENT 2EPORT "LAMES 2EGULATORS AND &INANCIAL )NSTITUTIONS
FOR %CONOMIC #RISIS 7!3( 0/34 *AN   AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWWASHINGTONPOSTCOMWPDYNCONTENT
ARTICLE!2HTML CITING &). #2)3)3 ).15)29 #/--. 4(% &). #2)3)3 ).15)29
2%0/24 AT XVII *AN 		
 "RUCE - 0RICE  4ERRY $ALTON &ROM $OWNHILL TO 3LALOM !N %MPIRICAL !NALYSIS OF THE %FFECTIVENESS OF
"!0#0! !ND 3OME 5NINTENDED #ONSEQUENCES	  9!,% ,  0/,9 2%6  n 	
 3EE ID AT n NOTING THE PURPOSE OF THE "!0#0!S AMENDMENTS TO ENSURE THAT CREDITORS
PARTICULARLY THOSE WHO ARE UNSECURED RECOVER MORE THROUGH #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLANS THAN THEY WOULD BE
REPAID FROM #HAPTER  LIQUIDATIONS	
 (AMILTON V ,ANNING  3 #T   	
 3EE -ARPLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING OF THE SPLIT AMONG THE COURTS ON RECONCILING e B	S
CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv WITH e B		"	S UNDEFINED TERM hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv	 SEE
ALSO )N RE 0AK  "2   "!0 TH #IR 	 +LEIN * CONCURRING	 CHARACTERIZING THE CONTRADICTION
BETWEEN THE MECHANICAL CALCULATION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AND THE PREMISE OF FUNDING THE PLAN WITH FUTURE
INCOME AS A hCLASSIC PARADOXv	 )N RE (ARDACRE  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	 RECOGNIZING THAT
hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO CONFLICTING INTERPRETATIONS SINCE THE TERM hDISPOSABLE
INCOMEv WAS REDEFINED IN THE  !MENDMENTS	
 ,ANNING  3 #T AT 
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III. THE COURT’S REASONING 
*USTICE !LITO DELIVERED THE MAJORITY OPINION FOR THE TO DECISION OF THE 3UPREME
#OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING AND HELD THAT A DEBTORS
hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS TO BE DETERMINED BY A FORWARDLOOKING
APPROACH 4HE #OURT AFFIRMED THE DECISION OF THE #OURT OF !PPEALS THAT A
BANKRUPTCY COURT HAS DISCRETION TO CONSIDER A DEBTORS ANTICIPATED FINANCIAL
SITUATION IN EXCEPTIONAL CASES WHERE SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN A DEBTORS INCOME OR
EXPENSES ARE KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN AT THE TIME OF THE REPAYMENT PLANS
CONFIRMATION )N SO HOLDING THE #OURT ADOPTED A NATURAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
"ANKRUPTCY #ODES LANGUAGE AND REASONED THAT A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH FAVORS
MORE REALISTIC OUTCOMES IN PROVIDING BANKRUPTCY PROTECTION TO DEBTORS WHILE
ENSURING MAXIMUM REPAYMENT TO CREDITORS
&IRST THE #OURT INTERPRETED THE UNDEFINED TERM hPROJECTEDv ACCORDING TO ITS
ORDINARY MEANING ! PROJECTION IS COMMONLY FORMULATED BASED ON PAST TRENDS AND
ADJUSTED ACCORDING TO RELEVANT FACTORS THAT MAY REASONABLY AFFECT THE FINAL
OUTCOME "Y ADDING hPROJECTEDv IN THE STATUTORY TEXT #ONGRESS ILLUSTRATED ITS
INTENT TO INCORPORATE CIRCUMSTANTIAL ADJUSTMENTS WHEN CALCULATING A DEBTORS
DISPOSABLE INCOME )N EFFECT A FUTUREORIENTED INTERPRETATION REMAINS CONSISTENT
WITH #ONGRESSIONAL INTENT AND PARALLELS HOW BANKRUPTCY COURTS HISTORICALLY HAVE
EXERCISED JUDICIAL DISCRETION TO DETERMINE A DEBTORS PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME
WHEN FUTURE CIRCUMSTANCES WERE INTRODUCED THAT WOULD MATERIALLY CHANGE A DEBTORS
INCOME OR EXPENSES AND IMPACT PLAN PAYMENTS
4HE #OURT FURTHER RECOGNIZED THAT e B		"	S STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORTS A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH BECAUSE THE DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv IS DETERMINED hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLANv AND IS hTO BE RECEIVED IN
THE APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIODv
 )D AT 
4HIS LANGUAGE INDICATES THAT #ONGRESS INTENDED
 )D AT 
 3EE GENERALLY ID AT n
 3EE ID AT  CITING !SGROW 3EED #O V 7INTERBOER  53   	 h7HEN TERMS USED IN
A STATUTE ARE UNDEFINED WE GIVE THEM THEIR ORDINARY MEANINGv		
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT n ILLUSTRATING HOW hPROJECTEDv IS USED TO DESCRIBE FUTURE EVENTS AND
OUTCOMES SUCH AS HOW A COMPANY CALCULATING FUTURE SALES WILL TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ANTICIPATED EVENTS THAT MAY
ALTER PAST TRENDS	
 3EE ID AT n NOTING HOW #ONGRESS HAS INSERTED THE TERM hPROJECTEDv TO MODIFY TERMS TO
ENCOMPASS A FUTUREORIENTED MEANING WHEN INTERPRETING SUCH LANGUAGE IN CONTRAST #ONGRESS HAS EXPRESSLY
INSERTED hMULTIPLIEDv WHEN #ONGRESS MANDATES THAT A MATHEMATICAL CALCULATION IS APPROPRIATE	 #ONGRESS MUST
HAVE INTENDED FOR hPROJECTEDv TO CONTINUE TO CARRY A FUTUREORIENTED MEANING BASED ON ITS HISTORICAL USE OF THE
WORD )D AT 
 )D 3EE ALSO SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT REFERENCING PRE"!0#0! hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv IN WHICH BANKRUPTCY JUDGES WOULD EXERCISE DISCRETION TO WEIGH CIRCUMSTANCES AFFECTING THE DEBTORS
FUTURE INCOME TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE ADJUSTMENTS TO THE DEBTORS ALREADY LOOSELYCALCULATED DISPOSABLE
INCOME	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT  EMPHASIS ADDED	 INFERRING #ONGRESSS WORD CHOICE AS INTENTIONALLY
DIRECTING COURTS TO DETERMINE DISPOSABLE INCOME BASED ON THE DEBTORS ACTUAL ABILITY TO PAY UNSECURED CREDITORS
SINCE THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN	
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THE REPAYMENT PLAN TO REFLECT THE DEBTORS ABILITY TO PAY CREDITORS AT THE DATE OF THE
PLANS CONFIRMATION AS WELL AS DURING THE PLANS PERIOD
)N CASES WHERE A DEBTORS INCOME HAS SUBSTANTIALLY CHANGED SINCE THE SIXMONTH
LOOKINGBACK PERIOD PRIOR TO FILING A MECHANICAL APPROACH WOULD PRODUCE
hSENSELESS RESULTSv BY DISCOUNTING THE DEBTORS MOST RECENT FINANCIAL SITUATION
7HERE A DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME INCREASED DURING THE #HAPTER  PLAN THE
MECHANICAL APPROACH DENIES CREDITORS POTENTIALLY LARGER PAYMENTS THAT THE DEBTOR
HAS THE MEANS TO MAKE )N CASES SUCH AS (AMILTON V ,ANNING WHERE THE DEBTOR
ENCOUNTERED A SUBSTANTIAL FINANCIAL LOSS AFTER HER hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv WAS
CALCULATED THE DEBTORS FINANCIAL SITUATION STRIPPED HER OF THE ABILITY TO COMPLY WITH
THE PROPOSED PLAN CALCULATED FROM PAST EARNINGS
4HE 4RUSTEE PROPOSED SEVERAL SOLUTIONS IN RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEMS RESULTING
FROM THE MECHANICAL APPROACH SUCH AS DELAYING FILING FOR BANKRUPTCY TO KEEP ANY
hEXTRAORDINARYv INCOME OUTSIDE OF THE SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK CALCULATION OF
CURRENT MONTHLY INCOME 4HE #OURT REJECTED THIS ALTERNATIVE AS WELL AS THE
4RUSTEES OTHER PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES BECAUSE WAITING TO FILE UNTIL THE DEBTOR
OBTAINS A STEADY INCOME CAN BE RISKY AND IS OFTEN NOT A VIABLE OPTION WHEN A DEBTOR
ENTERS BANKRUPTCY AND NEEDS IMMEDIATE PROTECTION
*USTICE 3CALIA WROTE THE SOLE DISSENTING OPINION IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING AND
REJECTED THE MAJORITYS HOLDING BECAUSE A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH DISREGARDS
#ONGRESSIONAL INTENT INHERENT IN THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODES SPECIFIC LANGUAGE DEFINING
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv AND hCURRENT MONTHLY INCOMEv
*USTICE 3CALIA ARGUED THAT THE MAJORITYS INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv DEVIATED FROM e B		S METHODICAL CALCULATION FOR hDISPOSABLE
INCOMEv (AD #ONGRESS INTENDED TO DETERMINE PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME
BASED ON hBEST AVAILABLE EVIDENCEv OR hRELEVANT INFORMATIONv #ONGRESS WOULD HAVE
INCLUDED SUCH LANGUAGE TO CAPTURE A FUTUREORIENTED MEANING OF hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv DISTINCT FROM THE EXPLICIT DEFINITION OF hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv
 )D
 3EE ID AT n IGNORING REALISTIC CONTINGENCIES THAT MAY AFFECT A DEBTORS INCOME WOULD RENDER
BANKRUPTCY PROTECTION FUTILE DURING THE PLANS PERIOD	
 )D AT 
 3EE ID EXPLAINING THAT WHEN THE DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME IS SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER DURING THE PLANS
PERIOD THE MECHANICAL APPROACH DENIES THE DEBTOR #HAPTER  PROTECTION TO QUALIFY FOR A CONFIRMABLE
REPAYMENT PLAN	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT n SUGGESTING THAT THE DEBTOR 	 DELAY FILING 	 DELAY REPORTING
3CHEDULE )S CURRENT MONTHLY INCOME UNTIL A SIXMONTH PERIOD THAT IS MORE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DEBTORS
DISPOSABLE INCOME 	 DISMISS THE PETITION AND REFILE AT A LATER DATE OR 	 FILE FOR #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY	
 3EE ID REJECTING EACH ALTERNATIVE THE 4RUSTEE SUGGESTED	 #ONGRESS DID NOT INTEND FOR SUCH ESCAPE
STRATEGIES THE 4RUSTEE PRESENTED TO OPERATE AS A hSAFETY VALVEv FOR THE MECHANICAL APPROACH )D AT 
 3EE ID AT n 3CALIA * DISSENTING	 PREFERRING TO ADOPT A STRICT INTERPRETATION OF hDISPOSABLE
INCOMEv AS THE PROPER DEFINITION FOR hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv	
 3EE ID AT  EMPHASIZING THAT #ONGRESS HAS ALREADY OUTLINED A DETAILED DEFINITION OF DISPOSABLE
INCOME AND TO CREATE SUCH AN OPENENDED DEFINITION FOR hPROJECTEDv DISPOSABLE INCOME WOULD BE ADDING TEXT
NOT IN THE STATUTE	
 )D AT  #ONGRESS HAS USED hBEST AVAILABLE EVIDENCEv  53# e C		 AND hANY    RELEVANT
INFORMATIONv  53# e C		 IN PRIOR LEGISLATION "ECAUSE #ONGRESS OMITTED SUCH PHRASES FROM e
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*USTICE 3CALIA FURTHER PREDICTED THAT THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WOULD EXPOSE
BANKRUPTCY COURTS TO FUTURE LITIGATION BY NEGLECTING TO SET RESTRICTIONS AS TO WHEN
AND TO WHAT EXTENT A COURT MAY CONSIDER OTHER DATA -OREOVER *USTICE 3CALIA
REASONED THAT THE MECHANICAL APPROACH IS SUFFICIENT IN DETERMINING hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv BECAUSE IT ALREADY ACCOUNTS FOR ANTICIPATED FINANCIAL LOSSES SINCE
ENUMERATED EXPENSES CAN ARGUABLY BE DERIVED FROM ESTIMATIONS OF A DEBTORS FUTURE
FINANCES
*USTICE 3CALIA PROPOSED e  AS A REMEDY TO CURTAIL THE hSENSELESS RESULTSv THAT
THE MAJORITY CLAIMED A MECHANICAL APPROACH COULD PRODUCE 3ECTION  PERMITS
PLAN MODIFICATIONS IN LIGHT OF POSTCONFIRMATION DEVELOPMENTS TO A DEBTORS
FINANCIAL SITUATION 4HEREFORE *USTICE 3CALIA CONCLUDED THE FORWARDLOOKING
APPROACH IS UNNECESSARY AND FUTILE
*USTICE 3CALIA ALSO FOUND THAT THE 4RUSTEES SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES WERE
VIABLE OPTIONS FOR A DEBTOR WHO ENCOUNTERS AN UNANTICIPATED CHANGE IN INCOME
*USTICE 3CALIA ALLEGED THAT THE MAJORITY WRONGLY DISMISSED A DEBTORS ABILITY TO DELAY
FILING TO REFILE AT A LATER DATE TO REQUEST TO DELAY REPORTING hCURRENT MONTHLY
INCOMEv OR TO SEEK RELIEF UNDER #HAPTER 
)N CONCLUSION *USTICE 3CALIA CAUTIONED THAT COURTS EMBRACING BROAD
INTERPRETATIONS OF SEEMINGLY UNDEFINED TEXT DEPRIVE #ONGRESSIONAL LANGUAGE OF ITS
INTENDED MEANING EMBEDDED WITHIN ITS STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION
IV. ANALYSIS 
4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING CORRECTLY ADOPTED
THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH TO DETERMINE A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv UNDER e B		"	 )N SO HOLDING THE #OURT ESTABLISHED A TOOL THAT
WILL FORECAST A MORE REALISTIC ESTIMATION OF A DEBTORS ABILITY TO REPAY CREDITORS
DURING THE #HAPTER  PLAN
B		"	 THE VIEW THAT PROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOME SHOULD BE DETERMINED FROM A MECHANICAL APPROACH IS
CONSISTENT WITH #ONGRESSS STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION )D
3INCE THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH ESSENTIALLY
 ,ANNING  3 #T AT 
 3EE ID AT  ARGUING THAT hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IS BEST CALCULATED FROM A DEBTORS
hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv WHICH IS A PROJECTION IN ITSELF BECAUSE IT ACCOUNTS FOR A DEBTORS ENUMERATED EXPENSES THAT
ARE ARGUABLY DERIVED FROM ESTIMATIONS OF A DEBTORS ANTICIPATED LOSSES	
 )D AT n
  53# e A	nB	 	
 ,ANNING  3 #T AT 
 3EE ID AT  REJECTING THE #OURTS DISMISSIVE APPLICATION OF A DEBTORS RIGHT TO PURSUE ALTERNATIVE
LEGAL REMEDIES	
 )D AT n
 3EE ID AT  NOTING THAT TAKING LIBERTIES WITH TEXT CONSTRAINS #ONGRESSS POWER TO LEGISLATE WHAT IT
INTENDS TO MEAN IN THE FUTURE	
 3EE ID AT  MAJORITY OPINION	 HOLDING THAT THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH IS THE BEST
DETERMINATION OF A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv AS COMPARED TO THE MECHANICAL APPROACH	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT  REJECTING A MECHANICAL APPROACHS RIGID CALCULATION OF DISPOSABLE
INCOME BASED ON A SIXMONTH LOOKINGBACK PERIOD BECAUSE IT CONTRADICTS THE FUTURE ELEMENT OF A DEBTORS
ANTICIPATED FINANCIAL SITUATION AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLAN	
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MINIMIZES THE NECESSITY OF e  BY TAKING INTO ACCOUNT A DEBTORS FUTURE FINANCES
THERE SHOULD BE GREATER RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF PLAN MODIFICATION IN ORDER TO
REDUCE HARASSMENT OF DEBTORS AND NOMINAL LITIGATION "Y LIMITING A TRUSTEES AND
CREDITORS RIGHT TO REQUEST PLAN MODIFICATION DEBTORS WILL RECEIVE THE hFRESH STARTv
THEY ARE ENTITLED TO IN BANKRUPTCY AND CREDITORS CAN MOVE FORWARD WITH THEIR CASH
INFLOW FROM DEBTORS PLAN REPAYMENTS 4HE #OURTS DECISION IN ,ANNING COUPLED
WITH A PROPOSAL TO RESTRICT APPLICATION OF PLAN MODIFICATION AFTER CONFIRMATION
UNDER e  WILL ULTIMATELY RESTORE LENDING RELATIONSHIPS AND ENSURE CERTAINTY IN
THE FINANCIAL MARKETS
! 4HE #OURT 2EMAINED ,OYAL TO #ONGRESSIONAL )NTENT 7HEN )NTERPRETING AN
5NDEFINED 3TATUTORY 4ERM
4HE #OURT PROPERLY DEFERRED TO THE ORDINARY FUTUREORIENTED MEANING OF
hPROJECTEDv WHEN INTERPRETING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv #ONTRARY TO *USTICE
3CALIAS DISSENTING OPINION THE #OURT DID NOT USURP #ONGRESSIONAL POWER BY
hREWRITING THE STATUTEv *UDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF UNDEFINED STATUTORY LANGUAGE
CANNOT EQUATE TO EDITING EXPLICIT TEXT BECAUSE #ONGRESS NEVER DEFINED hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv IN THE FIRST PLACE 4HEREFORE THE #OURT WAS ACTING COMPLETELY
WITHIN ITS AUTHORITY OF INTERPRETING THE hLETTER OF THE LAWv
-OREOVER A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH BEST CAPTURES THE ESSENCE OF e B	 IN
CONSTRUCTING REALISTIC PAYMENT PLANS #HAPTER  PLANS ENCOMPASS A FUTURE TIME
PERIOD IN WHICH A DEBTOR INTENDS TO APPLY HIS OR HER DISPOSABLE INCOME TOWARD
SYSTEMATIC PLAN PAYMENTS TO CREDITORS
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6"
4HE MECHANICAL APPROACHS CALCULATION OF
hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv BASED EXCLUSIVELY ON A DEBTORS INCOME RECEIVED SIX
MONTHS PRIOR TO FILING POTENTIALLY DENIES CREDITORS ASSURANCE THAT THE DEBTOR WILL
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6#
 3EE INFRA 0ART )6" #
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT n REMAINING CONSISTENT WITH #ONGRESSIONAL INTENT BY ADOPTING THE
FUTUREORIENTED PLAIN MEANING OF hPROJECTEDv	 SEE ALSO-ARPLE SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THAT STATUTORY
INTERPRETATION MUST BEGIN WITH THE PLAIN MEANING OF THE TEXT	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT   3CALIA * DISSENTING	 CLAIMING THAT THE MAJORITY OPINIONS
FORWARDLOOKING INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv INCORPORATES A FUTUREORIENTED MEANING THAT
#ONGRESS EXPRESSLY DID NOT PROVIDE WITHIN THE STATUTORY TEXT	
 )N RE 0AK  "2   N "!0 TH #IR 	 4HE TERM hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv
APPEARS IN SIX SECTIONS OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE NONE OF WHICH PURPORTS TO DEFINE IT 3EE EG  53# ee
A		"	 A		 B		"	n#	 A		 B		"	 	
 3EE7ILLIAM . %SKRIDGE *R !LL !BOUT 7ORDS %ARLY 5NDERSTANDINGS OF THE h*UDICIAL 0OWERv IN 3TATUTORY
)NTERPRETATION  #/,5- , 2%6   	 DESCRIBING THE JUDICIAL REVIEW PROCESS IN WHICH THE
#ONSTITUTION GRANTS COURTS THE AUTHORITY TO INTERPRET THE hLETTER OF THE LAWv	
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2   "!0 ST #IR 	 RECOGNIZING THE PURPOSE OF #HAPTER 
BANKRUPTCY PROTECTION FOR DEBTORS WHILE ENSURING THE MAXIMUM REPAYMENT TO CREDITORS WITHIN THE DEBTORS
MEANS	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT  DISCUSSING THE FORWARDLOOKING CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PHRASES hTO BE
RECEIVED IN THE APPLICABLE COMMITMENT PERIODv hAS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLANv AND hWILL BE APPLIED TO
MAKE PAYMENTSv UNDER e B		"		
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HAVE THE FINANCIAL MEANS TO COMMIT TO THE PAYMENTS PROMISED UNDER THE PLAN
4HEREFORE A FORWARDLOOKING INTERPRETATION IS ESSENTIAL TO FORMULATING REALISTIC
REPAYMENT PLANS
" 0LAN -ODIFICATION AFTER #ONFIRMATION 3HOULD BE 2ESTRICTED 3INCE A &ORWARD,OOKING
!PPROACH !DEQUATELY #APTURES A $EBTORS &UTURE &INANCIAL 3ITUATION
*USTICE 3CALIAS DISSENTING OPINION ERRED IN RELYING ON e  POSTCONFIRMATION PLAN
MODIFICATION TO CORRECT THE hSENSELESS RESULTSv PRODUCED BY THE MECHANICAL
APPROACH )N FACT THE DECISION IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING RENDERS e  LESS
APPLICABLE ABSENT UNFORESEEABLE EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES
7HILE IT IS ARGUABLE THAT A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH DOES NOT NECESSARILY RENDER
e  USELESS BY MIMICKING ITS PURPOSE THE #OURTS DECISION SUBSTANTIALLY
DECREASES THE FREQUENCY OF THE NEED TO REVERT TO PLAN MODIFICATION 3INCE A DEBTOR
IS TO ACCOUNT FOR HIS OR HER KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN FUTURE CHANGES IN INCOME AT
THE ONSET OF CALCULATING HIS OR HER hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER THE
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PLAN MODIFICATION IS LIMITED TO
CORRECTING ONLY THOSE UNFORESEEABLE EVENTS AFFECTING A DEBTORS FINANCES POSTPLAN
CONFIRMATION
0LAN MODIFICATION UNDER e  SHOULD BE RESTRICTED BECAUSE THE FEW INSTANCES IN
WHICH IT IS LEFT APPLICABLE WILL MERELY BURDEN BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS WITH AN
ADMINISTRATIVE NIGHTMARE 3EVERAL COURTS HAVE STRUGGLED WITH THE QUESTION
WHETHER TO APPLY PLAN MODIFICATION BECAUSE e  FAILS TO SET STANDARDS FOR
CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH A REQUEST FOR MODIFICATION SHOULD BE GRANTED
 3EE ID CLAIMING THAT THE MECHANICAL APPROACH hCLASHES REPEATEDLYv WITH THE FUTUREORIENTED LANGUAGE
USED TO DESCRIBE hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		"		
#OMMITMENT TO SMOOTH EXECUTION OF #HAPTER  PLANS OUTWEIGHS THE TIME AND
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS EXHAUSTED FROM JUDICIAL DISCRETION DETERMINING APPROPRIATE
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2 AT  DESCRIBING #ONGRESSS INTENTIONS FOR A #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY DEBTOR
TO REPAY CREDITORS THE MAXIMUM THE DEBTOR CAN AFFORD	
 3EE ,ANNING  3 #T AT  DISCUSSING THE POTENTIAL PROBLEMS THAT WILL OCCUR IF A DEBTORS INCOME
INCREASES OR DECREASES AT THE TIME OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE PLAN OR AT SOME POINT DURING THE PLANS PERIOD	
 ! FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WOULD INCORPORATE A DEBTORS FUTURE CHANGES IN INCOME ABSENT
UNFORESEEN CIRCUMSTANCES RENDERING PLAN MODIFICATION UNDER e  ESSENTIALLY ONLY NECESSARY FOR CHANGES IN A
DEBTORS INCOME THAT COULD NOT HAVE BEEN ANTICIPATED AND ACCOUNTED FOR 3EE ID AT  DESCRIBING THE
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH IN DETERMINING A DEBTORS hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv	
 3EE SUPRA TEXT ACCOMPANYING NOTE  SEE ALSO )N RE .OWLIN  &D   TH #IR 	
PROVIDING AN EXAMPLE WHERE PLAN MODIFICATION IS A VIABLE OPTION FOR EVENTS THAT MAY BE TOO SPECULATIVE SUCH AS
THE FLUCTUATION OF AN INVESTMENT MARKET DURING THE PLANS PERIOD AND ITS IMPACT ON THE DEBTORS CASH FLOW	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE -ARPLE SUPRA NOTE  AT n NOTING THAT POSTCONFIRMATION PLAN MODIFICATION WOULD BE
MOOT WHEN A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH ALREADY ACCOUNTS FOR A DEBTORS ABILITY TO FUND THE PLAN IN THE FIRST
PLACE	
 3EE EG )N RE "ROWN  "2  n "!0 TH #IR 	 NEGLECTING TO PROVIDE FOR SPECIFIC
REQUIREMENTS THAT MUST BE SHOWN IN ORDER TO APPROVE A REQUEST FOR PLAN MODIFICATION AFTER RECOGNIZING THE LACK
OF ESTABLISHED STANDARDS FOR PLAN MODIFICATION IN THE #ODE	 SEE ALSO )N RE7ITKOWSKI  &D   TH #IR
	 REVIEWING THE LOWER COURTS DECISION ON AN ABUSE OF DISCRETION STANDARD IN APPLYING e  WHICH HAS
FEW GUIDING PRINCIPLES OUTLINING PROPER APPLICATION	
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PLAN MODIFICATIONS 3INCE A DEBTOR CAN INCORPORATE HIS OR HER FUTURE FINANCES INTO
THE FORMULATION OF A #HAPTER  PLAN WITH THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH EVEN
MINIMAL USE OF PLAN MODIFICATION IS COSTLY AND WASTEFUL OF RESOURCES
-OREOVER PLAN MODIFICATION GIVES CREDITORS THE OPPORTUNITY TO HARASS DEBTORS BY
REVISITING THEIR FINANCIAL SITUATIONS TO ATTAIN GREATER RETURNS 4HE POSSIBILITY OF
TRUSTEES AND CREDITORS ABUSING THEIR ABILITY TO REQUEST PLAN MODIFICATION WHICH WILL
GENERATE NOMINAL LITIGATION OVER POTENTIALLY INSIGNIFICANT PLAN ADJUSTMENTS
MITIGATES THE SIGNIFICANCE OF e  ABSENT UNFORESEEABLE EXTRAORDINARY
CIRCUMSTANCES
#OURTS MUST RECOGNIZE THAT THE GOAL OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE IS TO GIVE THE
hHONEST BUT UNFORTUNATE DEBTORv A FRESH START 4O ENSURE THIS OBJECTIVE IS
ACHIEVED PLAN MODIFICATION UNDER e  SHOULD BE STRICTLY LIMITED TO ADJUSTING
PLAN PAYMENTS DUE TO UNFORESEEABLE SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN A DEBTORS WAGES )F A
DEBTOR ENCOUNTERS FINANCIAL DISTRESS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT DURING THE
PLAN PERIOD BANKRUPTCY COURTS SHOULD GRANT A DISCHARGE OF THE DEBT IN THE AMOUNT
OF THE THE DEBTORS NEWLY REDUCED DISPOSABLE INCOME LESS HIS OR HER PROMISED PLAN
PAYMENTS #ONVERSELY WHEN A DEBTOR RECEIVES A SURPLUS OF INCOME OUTSIDE OF HIS OR
HER WAGE EARNINGS DURING THE PLAN THE DEBTOR SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO RETAIN THE
ADDITIONAL INCOME AS HE OR SHE NORMALLY WOULD ABSENT A REQUEST FOR PLAN
MODIFICATION FROM THE TRUSTEE OR FROM A CREDITOR
! SUBSTANTIAL JOLT IN A DEBTORS WAGES IS THE APPROPRIATE METRIC FOR APPLICATION OF
PLAN MODIFICATION
 3EE "ARRY 7RIGHT #ORP V )44 'RINNELL #ORP  &D   ST #IR 	 NOTING THAT A
SIMPLISTIC ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS MAY OUTWEIGH THE OCCASIONAL h@ECONOMIC LOSSv FROM SYSTEMS UNDERCUTTING THE
VERY ECONOMIC ENDS THEY SEEK TO ACHIEVE	 &OR EXAMPLE THE MONEY A TRUSTEE OR CREDITOR MAY SEEK TO RECOVER
THROUGH PLAN MODIFICATION MAY BE COUNTERPRODUCTIVE AS COMPARED TO THE ADMINISTRATIVE RESOURCES EXPENDED
TO REACH THE ECONOMIC ENDS SOUGHT TO BE ACHIEVED )D
3UCH AN AMENDMENT WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE PRINCIPLE OF
WAGE GARNISHMENT WHERE A PERCENTAGE OF THE DEBTORS WAGES ARE THE CORE STREAM OF
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n ! TRUSTEES OR A CREDITORS REQUEST FOR PLAN MODIFICATION MAY ALSO BE DENIED
AFTER THE COURT HAS EXPENDED POTENTIALLY COUNTLESS HOURS AND RESOURCES TO DETERMINE WHETHER PLAN MODIFICATION
WAS APPROPRIATE 3EE  53# e B		 	 STATING THE POSSIBILITY OF A MOTION FOR PLAN MODIFICATION
BEING DENIED AFTER NOTICE AND A HEARING	
 3EE7!22%. 7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT THERE IS ALWAYS A CHANCE THAT THE TRUSTEE
OR CREDITOR IS MERELY ATTEMPTING TO REVISIT A DEBTORS INCOME AND EXPENSES WHICH MAY NOT HAVE CHANGED WHEN
REQUESTING PLAN MODIFICATION	
 #OURTS HAVE DENIED MOTIONS FOR PLAN MODIFICATION AT THE EXPENSE OF THE DEBTOR 3EE EG )N RE-ORROW
 "2   "ANKR .$ /HIO 	 DENYING PLAN MODIFICATION ACCORDING TO REDUCED INTEREST RATES AT
THE REQUEST OF THE DEBTOR	
 3EE-ARRAMA V #ITIZENS "ANK OF -ASS  53    	 QUOTING 'ROGAN V 'ARNER 
53   	 DESCRIBING THE PRINCIPAL PURPOSE OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE TO PROVIDE RELIEF TO DEBTORS WHO
FILE IN GOOD FAITH		
 3EE #ARLSON SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING THE LEGAL PROCESS WHERE A DEBTOR GETS A SURPLUS OF INCOME
DURING A #HAPTER  PLAN WHICH LEGALLY BECOMES THE PROPERTY OF THE DEBTOR SUBJECT TO POTENTIAL SEIZURE FROM
PLAN MODIFICATION	
 3EE7!22%. 7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT n TAKING NOTE OF A CREDITORS RIGHT TO SEEK A WRIT OF
GARNISHMENT TO RESERVE A PORTION OF THE DEBTORS SALARY OR SERVICE WAGES TOWARD REPAYMENT OF HIS OR HER DEBT
OBLIGATION TO THE CREDITOR	
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INCOME THAT CREDITORS CAN DIP INTO AS A FORM OF REPAYMENT  (OWEVER PLAN
MODIFICATION SHOULD NOT EXTEND BEYOND THE SCOPE OF WAGES OTHERWISE VULNERABLE
DEBTORS WOULD BE KEPT AT A STANDSTILL AND BURIED IN DEBT
)N CONSIDERING THE PROPOSAL TO GIVE DEBTORS A hBREAKv BY LIMITING THE USE OF e
 PLAN MODIFICATION IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER THE ECONOMIC UNDERTONES THAT
PUSHED CONSUMERS INTO #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY TO BEGIN WITH $URING 'EORGE 7
"USHS PRESIDENCY WHERE HOME OWNERSHIP WAS ENCOURAGED THE ECONOMY
EXPERIENCED A MASSMARKETING OF CREDIT &INANCIAL INDUSTRIES AND BUSINESSES
PREYED ON POPULATIONS OF THE SICK UNINSURED DIVORCED AND FINANCIALLY NAIVE WHO
WERE EAGER TO BORROW MONEY "Y   OF ALL HOUSEHOLD INDEBTEDNESS WAS
COMPRISED OF MORTGAGE DEBT AND CONSUMER CREDIT EG CREDIT CARD DEBT	
! PRODEBTOR SENTIMENT IN #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS IS ESSENTIAL TO
GIVING DEBTORS A CHANCE TO RESHAPE THEIR FINANCES WHILE MAKING AN HONEST EFFORT TO
REPAY THEIR DEBT 4O DO OTHERWISE WOULD BE TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE DEBTOR ALREADY
BURDENED WITH DEBT OBLIGATIONS AND WILL DISCOURAGE FUTURE LENDING RELATIONSHIPS
4HE 53 ECONOMY HAS STABILIZED FROM THE CREDIT INDUSTRYS DECEPTIVE MECHANISMS
THAT ENTICED LENDING YEARS AGO
# ! &ORWARD,OOKING !PPROACH 7ILL (ELP 2ESTORE 3TABILITY IN THE &INANCIAL -ARKETS
BY %NSURING 4RANSPARENCY IN ,ENDING 2ELATIONSHIPS
"ANKRUPTCY COURTS MUST RIGHTFULLY SUPPORT
CONSUMER DEBTORS TO RENEW LENDING RELATIONSHIPS AND RESTORE ECONOMIC GROWTH
4HE #OURTS DECISION IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING WILL ULTIMATELY CREATE A SIGNIFICANT
IMPACT ON THE FINANCIAL MARKETS BY QUANTIFYING THE RISK OF CREDITORS BUSINESSES !
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH ENCOURAGES A SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE BETWEEN A DEBTOR AND
 3EE ' 7OGAN "ERNARD 'ARNISHING THE #ONGRESSIONAL )NTENT 0ROTECTING $EBTOR 7AGES IN "ANK !CCOUNTS
5NDER THE &EDERAL AND ,OUISIANA 7AGE 'ARNISHMENT %XEMPTION 3TATUTES  ,! , 2%6  n 	
DESCRIBING HOW WAGE GARNISHMENT ALLOWS THE ATTACHMENT OF A DEBTORS WEEKLY DISPOSABLE EARNINGS WHICH CAN BE
EXTRACTED FROM COMPENSATION PAID AS WAGES SALARY OR COMMISSION	
 3EE ID AT  RECOGNIZING THAT WAGE GARNISHMENT MUST BE LIMITED BECAUSE UNRESTRICTED STATE
GARNISHING LAWS LEAD TO hDEVASTATING RESULTS FOR A DEBTOR AND HIS FAMILYv	
 -ANY CREDITORS INFLUENCED HEAVY BORROWING BEYOND ONES FINANCIAL MEANS AND SUCH LENDING PRACTICES
HAVE LED TO INCREASED CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY FILINGS 3EE 7!22%.  7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT 
DESCRIBING THE INCESSANT PUSH FROM CREDITORS TO GIVE RISKIER LOANS THAT ULTIMATELY CONTRIBUTED TO THE RISE IN
CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY FILINGS	
 3EE ID AT  DESCRIBING THE CREDIT INDUSTRYS BEHAVIOR THAT APPLAUDED THE hDEMOCRATIZATION OF
CREDITv	
 -!2+ *)#+,).' #/.' 2%3%!2#( 3%26 23  #/.35-%2 "!.+2  (/53%(/,$ $%"4  	
3EE ALSO -ICHELLE 3INGLETARY %LIZABETH 7ARREN 4HE 7ATCHDOG #ONSUMERS 7ILL 4HANK 7!3( 0/34 $EC 
 HTTPWWWWASHINGTONPOSTCOMWPDYNCONTENTARTICLE!2HTML NOTING
THAT MOST OF THE COST OF CREDIT WAS HIDDEN IN COMPLEX INCOMPREHENSIBLE LEGALESE DOCUMENTS	
 -!2+ *)#+,).' #/.' 2%3%!2#( 3%26 23  #/.35-%2 "!.+2 (/53%(/,$$%"4  	
 3EE 7!22%.  7%34"2//+ SUPRA NOTE  AT  REMAINING CONSISTENT WITH THE 53 BANKRUPTCY
SYSTEMS HISTORY OF BEING PRODEBTOR	
 3EE 4HE )MPACT OF THE 2ECOVERY !CT ON %CONOMIC 'ROWTH 3 *OINT %CON #OMM #OMM (EARING /CT 
	 NOTING THAT THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM HAS BECOME STABLE SINCE THE RECESSION ENDED DUE TO FISCAL POLICY EFFORTS	
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HIS OR HER CREDITORS WHICH INCREASES THE TRANSPARENCY OF THE DEBTORS TRUE FINANCIAL
SITUATION TO REVEAL A MORE ACCURATE FIGURE OF REPAYMENT CREDITORS CAN EXPECT
! FORWARDLOOKING CALCULATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv CONSIDERS
KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN OCCURRENCES THAT WILL AFFECT THE DEBTORS BUDGET DURING
THE PLANS PERIOD $EBTORS SHOULD REPORT ALL SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES IN THEIR FUTURE
FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES DUE TO e A	S CONDITION THAT THE PLAN IS TO BE PROPOSED
IN GOOD FAITH 4HIS PROVISION IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE INCENTIVE TO ACCURATELY
PORTRAY A DEBTORS FUTURE INCOME WILL PROMOTE HONEST SUBMISSIONS OF FUTURE
EARNINGS AND LOSSES TO STRUCTURE A REALISTIC #HAPTER  PLAN
4HE !MERICAN "ANKRUPTCY )NSTITUTE HAS STATED THAT THE HEALTH OF LENDING
RELATIONSHIPS IS THREATENED BY BANKRUPTCY CASES WHERE CREDITORS ARE REPAID LESS THAN
ANTICIPATED ACCORDING TO THE REPAYMENT PLANS 4HE #OURTS ADOPTION OF THE
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WILL DECREASE THE FREQUENCY OF UNDERPAYMENT TO CREDITORS
BY MORE ACCURATELY PROJECTING A DEBTORS DISPOSABLE INCOME AVAILABLE FOR A #HAPTER
 PLAN 3MOOTH EXECUTION OF REPAYMENT PLANS WILL HELP SUSTAIN HEALTHY LENDING
RELATIONSHIPS AND BUILD AN HONEST BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
)NDIVIDUAL CONSUMER CREDITORS AS WELL AS CORPORATE AND SMALL BUSINESS CREDITORS
WILL BENEFIT FROM A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH BECAUSE A FUTUREORIENTED hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv REQUIRES DEBTORS TO IDENTIFY FUTURE KNOWN CHANGES IN THEIR
INCOME
 "Y ADOPTING A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH THE DEBTOR COMMUNICATES HIS OR HER ANTICIPATED BUDGET BY
ACCOUNTING FOR ANY EXPECTED CHANGES IN INCOME WHEN CALCULATING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv 3EE (AMILTON
V ,ANNING  3 #T   	 NOTING HOW THE PROCESS OF REPAYING CREDITORS DURING THE PLANS PERIOD
CAN MORE EASILY BE EXECUTED THROUGH A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH BY ACCOUNTING FOR ANTICIPATED CHANGES IN THE
DEBTORS INCOME	
)N TURN CREDITORS WILL BE MORE CONFIDENT OF THEIR INCOMING CASH FLOW
FROM THE REPAYMENT PLAN BASED ON THEIR MORE ACCURATE KNOWLEDGE OF THE DEBTORS
 3EE ID AT  HOLDING THAT WHEN CALCULATING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv BANKRUPTCY COURTS MAY
ACCOUNT FOR hCHANGES IN THE DEBTORS INCOME OR EXPENSES THAT ARE KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN AT THE TIME OF
CONFIRMATIONv	
 ! PLAN WILL ONLY BE CONFIRMED IF IT HAS BEEN PROPOSED IN GOOD FAITH AND NOT BY ANY MEANS FORBIDDEN BY
LAW  53# e A		 	
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2   "!0 ST #IR 	 DESCRIBING THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE THAT THE
FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH ATTEMPTS TO ACHIEVE hA FRESH START FOR THE HONEST DEBTOR AND A UNIFORM AND EQUITABLE
DISTRIBUTION TO CREDITORSv	 )T IS THROUGH REACHING THIS GOAL THAT #ONGRESS INTENDED TO PROVIDE BANKRUPTCY RELIEF
TO HONEST DEBTORS WHO WILL PROPOSE #HAPTER  REPAYMENT PLANS BASED ON THEIR TRUE DISPOSABLE INCOME 3EE ID
REITERATING THE MANDATE OF THE #ODE TO HELP THE hHONEST DEBTORv	
 !- "!.+2 ).34 "!.+2 &),).' 34!4)34)#3 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWABIWORLDORG#ONTENT
.AVIGATION-ENU.EWS2OOM"ANKRUPTCY3TATISTICS"ANKRUPTCY?&ILINGS?HTM 3EE ALSO7!22%. 7%34"2//+
SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT THE DEBTORCREDITOR RELATIONSHIP IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SOCIAL AND
POLITICAL RELATIONSHIPS	
 3EE (AMILTON V ,ANNING  3 #T  n 	 DESCRIBING HOW A FORWARDLOOKING
APPROACH CAN AVOID hSENSELESS RESULTSv THAT A MECHANICAL APPROACH WOULD YIELD IF FUTURE INCOME WAS NOT
ACCOUNTED FOR	
 h3MALL BUSINESSES ARE REACTING DIFFERENTLY TO THE ECONOMIC MAYHEM DEPENDING ON THEIR CASH FLOW
CONCERNS AND FUNDING PROSPECTSv "OBBY -ARTIN  *OE (AGAN 2EMAINING IN 2ISK 0OSITION n ! &OCUS ON #REDIT
2ELATIONSHIP -ANAGEMENT 4.3 AT  /CT 	 HTTPWWWTNSUSCOMFILESWHITE?PAPERSA?FOCUS?ON?
CREDIT?RELATIONSHIPPDF
 3EE )N RE +IBBE  "2 AT n NOTING THAT CREDITORS BENEFIT FROM A REPAYMENT PLAN THAT ENSURES
DEBTORS REPAY THE MAXIMUM THEY CAN AFFORD	
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FINANCIAL SITUATION #REDITORS CAN THEN PURSUE BETTER BUSINESS DECISIONS FROM THE
RISK REDUCTION STANDPOINT BUTTRESSED BY A MORE TANGIBLE FAITH THAT A DEBTOR HAS THE
MEANS TO PAY AS PROMISED
#REDITORS CONFIDENCES IN THEIR CASH FLOW WILL BETTER ALLOW THOSE BUSINESSES
BANKS AND CONSUMERS TO MANAGE THEIR BUSINESS DECISIONS ! CREDITOR CAN
STRATEGIZE INVESTMENTS FOR CAPITAL OR EXPANSION BASED ON THE KNOWLEDGE THAT A
DEBTOR IS VIRTUALLY CERTAIN TO RECEIVE A WORK PROMOTION OR INHERIT MONEY FROM A
TRUST FUND DURING THE PLANS PERIOD #ONVERSELY A #HAPTER  PLAN THAT ACCOUNTS
FOR A DEBTORS KNOWN FUTURE FINANCIAL LOSS ALLOWS CREDITORS TO WRITE OFF THEIR LOSSES
WHICH MAY PROMPT CREDITORS TO BE CONSERVATIVE WITH THEIR INVESTMENTS OR TO
POSTPONE CERTAIN EXPENDITURES ! DEBTORS SHARING OF KNOWLEDGE ENABLES CREDITORS
TO QUANTIFY THEIR RISK AND TO MAKE BETTER BUSINESS DECISIONS SUPPORTED BY CERTAINTY
IN THEIR CASH FLOW BUDGET
4ODAYS FINANCIAL MARKETS ARE FRAUGHT WITH DEBT SUBSTANTIATING AN IMMOBILIZING
EFFECT ON LENDING THROUGHOUT ALL SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY "USINESSES ARE STRIVING TO
MAINTAIN CASH FLOW TO SECURE THEIR SURVIVAL IN THE CURRENT ECONOMIC CRISIS 4HE
#OURTS DECISION IN (AMILTON V ,ANNING WILL ESTABLISH A SMALL WRINKLE WITHIN THE
LENDING INDUSTRY WHICH WHEN MULTIPLIED BY THE VOLUMES OF #HAPTER  BANKRUPTCY
FILINGS WILL SPREAD REASSURANCE THROUGHOUT THE BUSINESS WORLD 4HIS FORWARD
LOOKING MODEL IS A FORM OF TRANSPARENCY THAT REDUCES RISK TO CREDITORS BY ASSURING
ADEQUATE CASH FLOW ! FUTUREORIENTED INTERPRETATION OF hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE
INCOMEv UNDER e B		"	 WILL INSTILL BUSINESSES WITH THE NECESSARY CONFIDENCE
TO HELP BOLSTER ECONOMIC RECOVERY
V. CONCLUSION 
7HEN INTERPRETING hPROJECTED DISPOSABLE INCOMEv UNDER e B		"	 THE
3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES ADOPTED THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH TO
REALISTICALLY DETERMINE A DEBTORS ABILITY TO REPAY CREDITORS DURING THE #HAPTER 
 #ASH FLOW MEASURES A BUSINESSS CASH INFLOWS AND OUTFLOWS OVER A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME #!3( &,/7
"5$'%4 "53).%33 /7.%23 4//,+)4 HTTPWWWTOOLKITCOMSMALL?BUSINESS?GUIDESBGASPXNID 0?
 3EE ID NOTING THAT THE PURPOSE OF A CASH FLOW BUDGET IS TO ANTICIPATE HOW TO BEST USE THE CASH BASED ON
WHAT THE BUSINESS IS ANTICIPATED TO TAKE IN AS COMPARED TO ITS EXPENSES	
 3EE ID INDICATING THAT THE MORE CERTAINTY A BUSINESS HAS OF ITS CASH FLOW BUDGET THE QUICKER THAT
BUSINESS WILL BE ABLE TO TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTION AND INVEST SAVE OR EXPAND THE BUSINESS	
 3EE ID DESCRIBING HOW A POSITIVE CASH FLOW ALLOWS A BUSINESS TO CONSIDER EXPANSION WITH LESS RISK BASED
ON A GOOD INDICATION OF FUTURE CASH INFLOW	
 3EE ID DISCUSSING CREDITORS OPTIONS SUCH AS LOWERING INVESTMENT IN ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE OR INVENTORY
OR LOOKING TO SHORTTERM LOANS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE MONEY THE DEBTOR WOULD HAVE REPAID	
 3EE-ARTIN  (AGAN SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE -ARTIN  (AGAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESS LENDING
AND HOW SMALL BUSINESSES ARE TRYING TO MAINTAIN CASH FLOW TO SURVIVE	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n
 3EE -ARTIN  (AGAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT THE ECONOMY IS SLOWLY MAKING PROGRESS AND
SMALL FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENTS WILL BRING RENEWED FOCUS TO DEVELOPING BUSINESS LENDING SOLUTIONS	
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PLANS PERIOD 4HE #OURT HELD THAT WHEN A DEBTORS hDISPOSABLE INCOMEv
CALCULATION IS NOT INDICATIVE OF HIS OR HER INCOME AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN
THE BANKRUPTCY COURT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ACCOUNT FOR KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN
SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES THAT WILL IMPACT A DEBTORS FINANCIAL SITUATION
,IMITED APPLICATION OF e  PLAN MODIFICATION WILL FURTHER INCREASE STABILITY IN
BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS BY SUPPRESSING NOMINAL LITIGATION OVER TRIVIAL ALTERATIONS IN
A DEBTORS #HAPTER  PLAN SINCE A FORWARDLOOKING DETERMINATION OF hPROJECTED
DISPOSABLE INCOMEv ALREADY INCORPORATES THE DEBTORS FUTURE BUDGET -OREOVER
THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH INCREASES THE TRANSPARENCY OF A DEBTORS TRUE FINANCIAL
SITUATION AND CONSEQUENTLY REDUCES RISK IN CREDITORS BUSINESSES BY ASSURING
ADEQUATE CASH FLOW ! POLICY OF OPEN COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DEBTORS AND
CREDITORS FACILITATED THROUGH THE FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WILL ULTIMATELY RENEW
LENDING RELATIONSHIPS TODAY AND RESTORE ECONOMIC GROWTH TOMORROW
 3EE (AMILTON V ,ANNING  3 #T   	 HOLDING THAT A FORWARDLOOKING APPROACH WILL
ACCOUNT FOR CHANGES IN A DEBTORS INCOME THAT ARE KNOWN OR VIRTUALLY CERTAIN AT THE TIME OF PLAN CONFIRMATION	
 )D AT 
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6"
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6#
 3EE SUPRA 0ART )6#
